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This is a review of the manuscript, “Sesquiterpenes and oxygenated sesquiterpenes
dominate the emissions of downy birches” by Hellén et al. 2021, for consideration as a
primary research article in Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics.

General comments The chemical identities, surface fluxes, and biological and envi-
ronmental dependencies of volatile organic compound emissions into the atmosphere
from downy birch trees is an important research topic for understanding the biology of
these widespread tree species in higher latitudes and their interactions and feedbacks
with the atmosphere. It is particularly nice to see a VOC emission study based on GC-
MS, as compound specific information is obtained due to the separation of isomers
(e.g. monoterpenes). I particularly found the observations of oxygenated sesquiter-
penes to be extremely exciting and new, as they are rarely reported as emissions from
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plants. I would suggest the title of the article and the paper itself focus on this particu-
larly novel finding. However, the authors need to discuss the limitations of the GC-MS
technique as many compounds were likely missed, especially the low molecular weight
OVOCs like alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, acids, esters, etc. Some of the strong con-
clusions mentioned in the paper would likely not stand if authors also used a method
that is good for these compounds (e.g. PTR-MS).

The paper is also written as if birch trees in the natural forest were studied, but reading
the methods, it is clear that only a potted birch tree was used in one year and then a
natural birch tree a second year. In general, it is not clear to me why the authors did
not select several natural birch trees growing near the instrument container to study.
It’s hard to extrapolate data from a single tree as being representative of downy birch
emissions from the Boreal forest. In general, the comparison of the two datasets from
different years, one using a natural tree and the other using a potted tree, and with dif-
ferent experimental methods rather awkward. This if further of concern since the flow
rates to the instruments were different between the years. I would perhaps suggest
picking only one of the data set years and focus the article on just that (perhaps mov-
ing the other to supplementary material). The measurements were collected during
different developmental stages, but the impact of developmental stage on the emis-
sions is poorly treated in the paper. Also with respect to discussions on stress, visible
signs of damage, drought, temperature, etc., it is not clear why these occurred and
when and how they impacted the emissions. Of particular concern is the fact that the
study did not measure key physiological processes/variables to indicate that the veg-
etation was physiologically active including transpiration, stomatal conductance, and
net photosynthesis rates. In particular, the use of dry zero air likely caused stomatal
closure due to VPD stress, likely associated with high temperatures as well. Regarding
temperature, why was it not measured always and why was a branch outside the enclo-
sure measured instead of the actual branch being studied inside the enclosure? The
paper does report diurnal patterns of emissions which in my opinion is more important
to establish than looking at impacts of leaf developmental stage and seasonality during
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the growing season.

Specific comments Title: The title is perhaps misleading as the study did not
measure all possible VOCs from the trees, and it does not indicate which tis-
sue the emissions are deriving from and the environmental/biological conditions.
Could the dominant VOCs change under drought or high temperature stress?
What about from stems or roots as apposed to leaves? What about the pheno-
logical dependence of VOC emissions from leaves as has previously been de-
scribed for broadleaf species? https://acp.copernicus.org/articles/16/6441/2016/
Abstract: The abstract is very long and lacks critical structure (suggest the
authors review a widely accepted format for abstracts and adhere to it)
http://www.cbs.umn.edu/sites/default/files/public/downloads/Annotated_Nature_abstract.pdf
I am not really following the motivation of the study. It seems that little data is not really
something that is scientifically motivating. Why not start with a broader perspective
discussing key uncertainties of VOC emissions from the Boreal forest and the missing
OH reactivity problem? What does, “almost throughout the summer” mean? Are mean
emissions the most useful here? I would suggest reporting emissions separately
for bud break, early, late, and main growing season. Is bud break supposed to be
different from early growing season? If no significant isoprene emissions, I would
probably not mention that in the abstract. “Variable levels of emissions of MTs, C5-C10
aldehydes and GLVs were detected”. Variable with what? Why are emission values of
isoprene listed (below detection limits), but emisisons of these other compounds are
not explicitly listed? “On average SQT and OSQT emissions were 5 and 6 times higher
than MT emissions, but variation over the growing season was high and during the late
growing season MTs were the main compound group emitted.” Do the authors mean
total monoterpene emissions and total SQT+OSQT emissions? It is not clear here.
“Of the SQTs, β-caryophyllene and β-farnesene were the main compounds emitted
in 2019, while in 2017 also high, possibly stress-induced emissions, of α-farnesene
were detected.” It is clear that there are interannual variability in the emissions, but
this sentence does not summarize the key differences. Regarding stress induced
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emissions, what is the stress? How do we know that this represents natural emissions
and not from an artificial stress by the measurement methods? “due to drought and
high chamber temperature”. Was temperature in the chamber not controlled? High
enclosure temperatures are often artifacts of many enclosure studies due to improper
temperature control. Do the authors consider these emissions natural or artificial
high temperature stress emissions? If the OSQTs are being tentatively identified,
how certain are the authors about the reported identity of any of the compounds?
What happened during the last two days of the experiment that is different from the
other days? How does the composition of monoterpenes change throughout a day
and season as a function of temperature? How does this correspond to previous
studies on broad leaf monoterpene emissions as a function of leaf temperature?
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/pce.12879

Introduction “Monoterpenes (MTs) and sesquiterpenes (SQTs) are the major biogenic
volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) emitted from the boreal forest.” Why have the au-
thors ignored oxygenated VOCs which have very high emission rates from not only the
Boreal forest, but many other ecosystems as well. I understand that the current study
if focused on MTs, SQTs, and GLVs, but the lack of inclusion of oxygenated VOCs like
low molecular weight acids, esters, alcohols, aldhehydes, ketones, etc. is not justified.
Very long and confusing sentence, please revise: “A recent study (Praplan et al. 2019)
showed that currently known oxidation products are able to explain only a minor fraction
(< 4.5%) of the missing reactivity in the air of boreal forest and large fractions of miss-
ing reactivity, which was not explained by isoprene, MTs or SQTs, have been found
directly in the emissions of main boreal tree species (Nölcher et al. 2013, Praplan et
al., 2020).” The intro seems to conclude that the “missing OH reactivity” are not due
to sesquiterpenes or monoterpenes, yet the authors do not convincingly demonstrate
this with references. These measurements are highly technical and often a particular
GC-MS configuration is not suitable for all of them. Thus, I feel that this strong state-
ment is not justified. I also am not confortable with the description in the intro that low
molecular weight OVOCs have been well characterized from the Boreal forest. A hand-
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ful of published measurements is far from being well characterized. I would include
more background information on the biology and distrubtion/abundance of downy birch
(Betula pubescens) across the world. It would be great if the authors could take more
of a global perspective of their results, putting it into perspective with other ecosys-
tems, rather than the focus on only Finland. It’s better to remove any phrases about,
“this is the first time. . ..” From the paper. If written well, these statements will not be
necessary, and can instead be reserved for the letter to the editor.

Methods Please describe the Carbon number range that the experimental setup is able
to quantify by GC-MS. It is likely that all VOCs lower than 5 carbon atoms were missed
or poorly quantiative due to breakthrough by this technique, especially with the warm
temperature of the cold trap (25 C). Please show an example chromatogram (GC-MS)
of both the standard, blank, as well as an enclosure air sample. How was the data on
leaf growth rates used in the analysis? It is not clear why a separate branch enclosure
was used with the results deemed semiquantitative (from a separate tree). It’s not clear
why this is presented in the paper.

Interactive comment on Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-2020-1236,
2020.
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